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For more detailed instructions on how to use the pump, please refer to page 3. 

Lay out the setup groundsheet, remove the 
contents from the bag and roll out the spider 
dome in a semi-circular shape as pictured.

Locate a valve in one of the legs and unscrew the 
valve cap. If you have two valves on your unit, 
ensure the other valve is closed for inflation.

Set the pump to the inflate setting with the 
inflate/deflate nozzle attached.

Insert the nozzle into the valve and twist 
clockwise to lock into position. Turn the 
pump on.

Once the dome is pressurised to about 80% air 
pressure, turn off the pump and close the valve.

Move to the opposite side of the dome, and with 
two people on the outside, pull the remaining 
two legs out until the dome is stood upright.

Using the top up function on the pump, fully 
pressurise the spider dome to give full structural 
integrity. A second person should hold the 
dome throughout inflation.

Turn off the pump and close the outer cap on 
the valve.

Insert weight plates into the zip pockets 
located at the base of each leg.

When possible, secure the dome to the ground 
using pegs through the D-rings on each leg.

If you have walls, locate the zip and attach to 
the dome. Zip up until the wall is fully attached 
to the unit and repeat with any other walls.

Remove the groundsheet from under the unit 
and setup is complete.
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Spider Dome Pro Setup Guide
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For more detailed instructions on how to use the pump, please refer to page 3. 

Unzip and fold away all the walls.

Remove the weight plates from the zip pockets 
in the two front legs.

Open the valve cap and push the spring button 
in the centre to open the valve.

With a person on each of the two front legs, 
sweep them under the spider dome so that the 
unit falls into a semi-circular position.

Remove the remaining weight plates from the 
zip pockets in the two back legs.

Set the pump to the deflate setting with the 
inflate/deflate nozzle attached.

Insert the nozzle and turn the pump on to 
extract as much of the remaining air from the 
unit as possible, then turn off the pump and 
close the valve.

Manoeuvre both persons to lift and fold over 
two legs.

All four legs should now be placed on top of 
each other.

Roll from the top of the dome down towards 
the feet. You can then open the valve to pump 
out any remaining air if needed.

Slide the rolled up spider dome into the bag and 
add any walls & accessories.

Zip up the bag and remove the groundsheet 
(store separately). If the spider dome is still 
damp when packed away, please ensure it is 
dried at room temperature within 48hrs.
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Spider Dome Pro Take Down Guide
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DEFLATION PORTINFLATION PORT

TOP UP NOZZLEINFLATE / DEFLATE NOZZLE

INFLATION PORT

DEFLATION PORT

POWER SWITCH

Contents
1 x Pump with Mains Plug

1 x Accordion Hose 

1 x Inflate/Deflate Nozzle

1 x Top Up Nozzle

In�ation
1.  Connect the Inflate/Deflate nozzle to the small end of the hose.

2.  Connect the large end of the hose to the inflation port on the pump.

3.  Plug the pump into a mains power supply.

4.  Attach the nozzle to the valve of the inflatable product.

5.  Turn on the pump’s power switch to begin inflation. Never leave the
     pump unattended while in use.

6.  After inflation, turn off the switch and disconnect the power supply.

De�ation
1.  Connect the Inflate/Deflate nozzle to the small end of the hose.

2.  Connect the large end of the hose to the deflation port on the pump.

3.  Plug the pump into a mains power supply.

4.  Attach the nozzle to the valve of the inflatable product.

5.  Turn on the pump’s power switch to begin deflation. Never leave the
     pump unattended while in use.

6.  After deflation, turn off the switch and disconnect the power supply.

Top Up
1.  Connect the Top Up nozzle to the small end of the hose.

2.  Connect the large end of the hose to the inflation port on the pump.

3.  Plug the pump into a mains power supply.

4.  Hold the nozzle to the valve of the inflatable product.

5.  Turn on the pump’s power switch to begin inflation. Never leave the
     pump unattended while in use.

6.  After inflation, turn off the switch and disconnect the power supply.

Mains Pump Instruction Manual


